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Basic principles 

and concepts of 

inheritance



� When cats reproduce, they pass on their chromosomes to the offspring.

� The chromosomes are located inside the animal cells. Each chromosome is 

made of proteins and DNA. It is the DNA that contains the specific instructions 

that make each type of living creature unique. There instructions are passed 

on from parents to the offspring.

� The chromosomes appear in pairs, which are separated in fertilization. One 

chromosome from each pair is passed on to the offspring. The other 

chromosome in the pair comes from the other parent. 

� One pair of the chromosomes determine whether the cat is male or female. Y 

is the male sex chromosome, so the male chromosome pair is XY. Females 

have chromosomes XX. This can be relevant to cat breeding if a gene 

responsible for a certain trait is in a sex chromosome. The most common 

example is the orange color, which is inherited differently to female and male 

kittens.



� Genes are parts of the chromosomes. They are the basic elements 

of inheritance. Each gene has a certain place in the chromosome 

called locus. 

� Genes are always presented in pairs, one in each chromosome. One 

gene in the pair is inherited from the male and the other one from 

the female. These pairs of genes, which control the characteristics of 

the cat, are called alleles. In basic genetics it is assumed that a 

random combination of genes is inherited from the mother and the 

father. This process is what guarantees genetic diversity.

� Genotype refers to the genetic constitution of a cat, the combination of genes that was 

inherited from the parents.

� Phenotype refers to the set of observable characteristics of a cat, which result from the 

interaction of its genotype and the environment.



� Genes can change, mutate. A mutation is a change in a DNA 

sequence. They can occure spontaneously when cells divide with 

mistakes in the DNA copying or due to environmental causes such 

as exposure to radiation or chemicals or infection by viruses. The 

changed gene is called a mutation. Mutations can be inherited to 

the offpring if they occur in the reproductive cells. Mutations can 

be either useful, harmful or neutral, but they are necessary for 

evolution. Mutations are behind different cat breeds, which have 

been established by selective breeding.

� Different alleles are mutations of an original gene. For example, the 

gene that creates black coat color has mutated  into 2 variations, 

chocolate and cinnamon. A cat can inherit any of these 3 alleles 

from each parent. 



� The different alleles of a gene are presented with letters. In the 

following examples I will use the gene that determines whether the 

cat is black, chocolate or cinnamon. That is the same gene that 

determines whether the cat is a blue Korat or Thai Lilac. All Korats 

have the recessive gene d that dilutes black into blue and chocolate 

into lilac.

� B=original black (blue) allele

� b=mutated allele chocolate (lilac)

� bl= mutated allele cinnamon (fawn)



� Some genes have more influence than others: the former are called dominant, and the latter are called 

recessive. If the alleles of a gene are different, only one allele will be expressed; it is the dominant gene. The 

effect of the other allele, the recessive one, is masked. Capital letters are used for dominant genes and 

lowercase letters for a recessive genes.

� In our example:

� B is the dominant allele, which means that genotypes BB, Bb and Bbl are all black/blue cats.

� b is recessive to B allele which means that only a cat with the combination bb will be chocolate/lilac

� bl is recessive to both B and b, but it is not known to exist in Korats

� A cat is a homozygote when it has two identical alleles of a gene. For example, a cat that has two B alleles is a 

homozygote. His genotype is written as BB. Such a cat has no mutated alleles in this locus and cannot pass 

them to its offspring.

� A cat is a heterozygote when it has two different alleles of the gene. For example, a cat that has one allele for 

black color and one allele for chocolate color. His genotype is written as Bb. Such a cat can pass either the 

allele B or the allele b to its offspring.



� When a cat is heterozygous and has one recessive gene, we can call it a carrier. It does not show the effects of 
the recessive gene, but it can pass it to its offspring.

� A dominant gene cannot jump over generations and suddenly appear again. A recessive gene however can be 
hidden for many generation and suddenly appear, when two carriers are mated together. This is what happens 
when suddenly after many generations of blue cats a lilac or pointed kitten appears.

� When it comes to anomalies in health, dominance is important. Carriers of recessive genes are complety safe to 
breed if it is possible to test for the recessive gene. Dominant genes are more difficult to control in breeding 

� A gene can also be partially dominant, in which case every offspring does not necessarily present the anomaly 
in similar severity.

Examples of recessive genes known in Korats cats: 

� Pointed: Makes a solid colour cat into a pointed one, ”siamese gene”, originates in Thailand

� Chocolate: Makes a black cat into chocolate and a blue cat into lilac

� GM1 and GM2 Gangliosidoses: Cause a lethal neurological disease



Inheritance of single dominant and recessive genes can be presented in a table:

Mating of Korats Blue Male with genotype Bb

Blue Female

with genotype Bb

25% of offspring BB 

(Blue)

25% of offspring Bb 

(Blue, lilac carrier)

25% of offspring Bb 

(Blue, lilac carrier)

25% of offspring bb 

(Lilac)

The percentages are probabilities, in practice we can have a litter of only one color



How can we 

apply this 

knowledge to 

Korat breeding?



� If there is a gene test available for a trait we want to avoid, we can identify carriers and use this information to 
plan the mating so, that the offspring will not have the undesirable trait.

� When such a test is not available, it is possible to try to reduce the risk by pedigree analysis, but this is not as 
effective and safe.

� Most health issues cannot be explained with single recessive or dominant genes. A polygenic trait is one 
where phenotype is influenced by more than one gene. Such a trait is for example the depth of the Korat’s 
blue coat  pigmentation.

� Genes may also cause genetic predisposition, but the issue does not actualize in every individual cat. The 
occurrence of asthma in Korats suggests that there is genetic predisposition behind it but the genes have not 
yet been identified.

� On the other hand, such things as inherited weakness of immune system may not be a problem if the cat 
never encounters an infection.

� If the issue only develops in later age, it is more difficult to select against it when breeding cats. 

� If we had a large or almost unlimited number of breeding cats available, the best advice is never to breed with 
any cat that has produced offspring with health problems that are known or suspected to be genetic. We 
might even avoid breeding the siblings of those cats. But this is not the case in many small cat breeds. Risk 
assessment and risk management is an important part of breeding. 

� It is still always good advice not to repeat a pairing if we encounter possibly genetic health problems. We 
should also consider the life quality of individual cats and how the problems affect the future owners of the 
kittens.



� How do we know if a problem we encounter in a litter is inherited? It can be difficult because there are also 
congenital defects that are not. Congenital means present from birth, but not necessarily genetic.

� It is often more urgent to find out if there is an infectious disease involved. But if the worst happens and cats 
die, it is essential to send them to a post-mortem examination. It will ensure the diagnosis and the cause of 
death. It may also reveal other important information about the health of our cats.

� It is important to try to be objective and have an open mind. It is seldom anybody’s fault, if the kittens are 
not perfect. Nature is full of anomalies and every individual has undesirable genes. 

� It is often impossible to find out exactly what is going on without the help from experts such as vets and 
scientists. And such help is not always available, it is also a matter of good luck and connections.

� Discussion between breeders is also essential, because one breeder rarely breeds in a large scale enough to 
be able to connect the dots. There should be no blaming or blacklisting of those breeders who talk openly 
about their problems. Later today you will hear about a case, where several breeders worked together to 
find a solution to very severe health problem in our breed. 

� With genetic research we expect to find out more about our cats and their health. We will probably find 
genetic explanations for many health problems. Today you will also be presented an example of such 
research.



Population

management 

and genetic

diversity



� Today our focus will be on specific health issues that are or possibly can be inherited. 

However, it is just as important to consider the overall situation of the Korat breed 

population. I hope we can arrange another webinar in the future focusing on 

population genetics.

� In a small breed like the Korat, we should not only focus on individual pairings of cats 

but also the whole population. This has always been an important goal for the Finnish 

Korat Cat Association.

� The amount of breeding Korats in the world is so small, that in my opinion it would be 
correct to say that the breed is endangered. Small populations tend to lose genetic 
diversity more quickly than large populations. This is because some versions of a gene 
can be lost due to random chance, and this is more likely to occur when the 
population is small.

� In a small breed like the Korat over selecting may quickly reduce the genetic diversity. 

The negative side effects of reduced genetic diversity should be considered when 

selecting against harmless traits such as less beautiful appearance. 

� Scientists have been able to demonstrate that reduced genetic diversity makes 

populations less resistant to disease due to less flexible immune systems. 



� If we had a large or almost unlimited number of breeding cats available, the best advice 

would be never to breed with any cat that has produced offspring with an undesirable trait 

that may be genetic. We might even avoid breeding the siblings of those cats. But this is 

not the case in many small cat breeds. It makes risk assessment and risk management an 

important part of breeding. 

� There are a few things we can do to try to manage the Korat breeding population better.

� Gather information and keep a database of Korat cats all over the world

� We already have a good Korat database in Pawpeds: www.pawpeds.com. All pedigrees are 

important, whether the cat has offspring or not. Please send your pedigree data to: 

korat@saunalahti.fi

� Work together globally and communicate 

� Try to follow the principles of population management as well as possible:

� Avoid inbreeding

� Breed with as many healthy individuals as possible

� Avoid overusing of breeding males 

� Consider every healthy cat as valuable breeding material whether it has been successful in shows 

or not



� We still have the option to introduce breeding material from Thailand, but it is not an 

unlimited source of unrelated cats. 

� If the population degenerates further, the only option left may be to cross breed with 

other breeds or non breed cats. Crossbreeding has its pros and cons.

� To ensure good co-operation, we should also remember that individual breeders have 

other things to consider when making breeding decisions, since we mostly breed as a 

hobby and often with limited resources. We also must follow the laws in our country 

and the rules of the organization we belong to. Let’s try to be understanding and 

helpful, rather than judgmental.

� I still hope we could have an international organization of Korat breeders. But this 

would require lots of effort from individual breeders and we all have our hands full with 

other things.

� What we can do is keep communicating with each other as much as possible and make 

good use of all the interesting developments in science.



Thank you!


